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EDGEWORTHIA 
GARDNERI
What we can learn from LASALLE artists/students

by Lin Weijian

I have been working for 
over a year with students 
and lecturers from LASALLE 
College of the Arts on 
various projects, from an 
art workshop for autistic 
children, to the 
Edgeworthia gardneri paper 
exhibition held in August 
2010, to an overseas 
community service 
expedition to Sikkim in 
Dece,ber 2010, which 
resulted in a travelogue 
exhibition, The Infinite 
Supply Of in mid-February 
2011. 

I must say that it was by fate and not
by chance that Singapore Management
University (SMU) students were linked
up with LASALLE lecturers through Ms
Shirley soh, an ex-student of LASALLE
and ex –staff member of SMU. She
brilliantly fostered the linkage between
our school community project to
Sikkim, northeast India, and the artists
at LASALLE. The Sikkim community
project’s focus was on the local
village’s handmade paper-making unit,
which made organic paper from the
barks of the Argali plant (Edgeworthia
gardneri). The first SMU team went up
in December 2007. In the 2007 project,
before the collaboration, SMU
students were going up simply to see
how they could contribute to the
village. Learning from that first project,
SMU students could only contribute
ther business knowledge they had
learned to the small village factory, but
were pretty much helpless when it
came to imrpoving the actual paper
products which were being made and
sold, such as notebooks and paper
bags. Hence, knowing that the
students lacked knowledge about both
art and the material, Ms Soh pulled the
two institutions together and planted
the seed that nobody imagined could
blossom into the huge tree that it is

today, bearing fruits and providing
shelter for various people in Singapore
and Sikkim.

Our first collaboration was an art
workshop with autistic children. With
the expertise of LASALLE students
Bridget Tay, Ashley Yeo and their
friends, we co-conducted a workshop
sharing the love and joy of art and craft
and bringing out the creativity of the
children. The workshop ran seamlessly,
and the parents were very impressed by
both the way it was conducted and the
final art products made. One parent
went to the extent of asking if she could
replicate the materials at home so that
her son could play with them. I was
amazed at the simplicity of creating
beautiful products from simple materials
and bringing joy to others in the
process.

The next collaboration was a big one,
the Edgeworthia gardneri exhibition at
Praxis Space in August 2010. Lecturers
and students used the Argali paper we
brought back from the village from the
2009 Sikkim expedition and created
beautiful pieces of art, bringing out the
essence of a basic material that most
of us take for granted. Words alone
cannot do justice to the amazing art



pieces that the LASALLE artists made, because of the
whole range of creativity and skill that went into the
creation process. I will let the pictures of the artwork do
the talking.

After the successful week-long exhibition, new works of
art were created for another exhibition at SMU in
October 2010, The Sustainable Shop. The concept
behind the shop was to sell sustainable and interesting
products related to a community like Sikkim and channel
the funds raised back to the community. Fresh paper
was flown in from Sikkim and LASALLE artists got
cracking again, demonstrating their creativity and
passion for art and paper through the artworks and
products. Paper was transformed into many shapes,
sizes and applications such as sling bags, Wallets, and
boxes, and attracted a lot of attention and sales from
visitors, raising a substantial amount for the village in
Sikkim.

By this time, we had also started to recruit members for
the December 2010 Sikkim expedition, and we knew we
had to get LASALLE artists on board to add more value to
the paper-making unit and share the love for art and
craft with the school children. These students and
lecturers were very supportive and integrated well as a
team as we worked on the pre-trip administrative details
and planning meetings for the expedition. On the trip
itself, they shared their knowledge of art and paper with
the paper-making unit, exchanging information, creating
new art forms, and improving the product lines which
the manager Mr.Jaganath Sharma, was very thankful for.



Today, we have evangelists for the paper-
making unit and Sikkim in the form of 
passionate LASALLE students and teachers, 
and through their own initiative, they 
shared their stories with us at the recent 
travelogue exhibition, The Infinite Supply 
Of, showcasing their experiences and 
feelings in Sikkim. 

The whole experience of liaising and 
working with LASALLE artists got me to 
reflect on certain special traits and lessons 
that I felt everyone can learn from and I 
would like to share them here: 

1) Passion

The courage to pursue something which they strongly believe in is one of the first
things you can feel when you interact with LASALLE students. Passion exuded from
every word and action when you talked to them about their art and lives. Not many of
us have the courage to live passionately, and I believe that if everyone were to live
their passions, there would be no sad people in this world. I really admire this special
trait of theirs.

2) Awareness

Awareness of self, of the raw material and of the world. Be a master of yourself and
you are the master of the world. LASALLE artists that I talk to have a huge awareness
of themselves as human beings in this world they come into contact with. Some of my
peers rush through life busying themselves with everything and anything, never
stopping to take a break to find their true selves- something that I too am guilty of. I
think it is very important to learn to stop and reflect every once in a while so that one
can really live with purpose and lead a meaningful life.

3) Creativity

Often, when we are confronted with a problem, we sometimes shirk and think of
using solutions which are already tried and tested. LASALLE artists taught me not to
only think within the box, but out of the box too to explore unique solutions that
might solve the problem. A perfect example was the problem of raising funds for the
expedition. In the discussions, many original ideas were suggested by LASALLE artists,
and I learned that we need to think of possibilities rather and then work within the
constraints to make things happen. That is truly creativity as espoused by many great
artists.

In conclusion, within the short span of a year, I have been humbled and inspired through
my various interactions with LASALLE artists, and I am very thankful for the lessons
they have taught me. Collaborating on various projects was a joy, and I certainly hope
more can happen in the future. I now know myself better and try to reflect these traits
in my life through my conduct, and I must say that it has made me a better person. I
hope they do the same for you too. Thank you LASALLE.
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The Infinite 
Supply Of
16th February – 25th February 2011

Praxis Space, LASALLE College of the Arts

Exhibition Review by Michelle Lim



“One travels to taste the unknown in the
pursuit of meanings, but often the traveler 
returns as a witness of life’s abundance.”

Was there a festivity going on?

The scene was neither a tea tasting session, nor was it a fiesta. Those flags were actually replicas of
Tibetan prayer flags (without the Buddhist sutras) hung to spread goodwill and compassion to the
visitors, the sounds came from Hindi-Nepali origin, and the chai, a rich mix of the essences of India. In
fact, that very evening marked the opening of The Infinite Supply Of, a travelogue exhibition inspired by
a recent trip to a village on the South Sikkim Himalayas. A set of 5 jackets worn by the artists-turned-
adventurers, accompanied by Khadas received during the trip, neatly hung under the hand painted “The
Infinite Supply Of” exhibition title, seen from the entrance, marked their presence.

The team of artists, which consisted of lecturer Betty Susiarjo, an alumna, Michelle Lim, and three
Undergraduate students, Ashley Yeo, Mandy Tan and Weixin Chong, from LASALLE’s Faculty of Fine Arts,
set off to Borong Polok village in December 2010 to work with the local Handmade Papermaking Unit.
They found themselves soaked in the harsh beauty of the natural surroundings, and tasted the rugged
tenacity and warmth of village life for two weeks, along with their peers who were affiliated with the
Singapore Management University.

A travel to a remote place like such prepares them to live in modesty and scarcity, yet the magic of the
place made these travelers, eyewitnesses of life’s richness. Now that the quintet are finally back, they
jointly planned the event to share about their 16-day volunteer expedition, engaging visitors from the
Lion City with simulated encounters set in a homely Sikkimese flavor, as well as a series of artworks that
preserved cherished memoirs from the journey– a small and finite slice of the infinite largeness they
were privileged to experience.

Passersby who came close to LASALLE’s faux
green on the evening of 16th February 2011
would have noticed the transformation of
the usually pallid Praxis Space into a
colorfully decorated gallery, with rectangular
flags installed high up the longitudinal side in
a rather haphazard manner. And then
nearing the entrance, there was a hint of
dramatic music of an unfamiliar language
resonating through the glass windows and
the opened door. Any curious individual
would have been drawn to the space, to be
instantly converted into one of the many
guests greeted by a humble reception, with a
wooden box filled with a selection of teabags
and an electric kettle to fill your cup.



Without a doubt, the travelogue opening was an intimate affair. The curators had effectively used the
lively atmosphere of the event to place the viewer in an environment that imitated that of a wedding
party they had attended during the trip, enhancing the entire experience with the songs that had
entertained them on the long jeep rides up and down the precarious land. At the corner of the space a
video loop containing photographs that informed the viewer of the expedition’s location and activities
was being played. In addition to the sights and sounds, a whiff of aroma from takeaway boxes drew
hungry horses for a treat! The curators had specially ordered Momos, homemade traditional Nepalese
dumplings, and this time, an exhibition was really also about the food.

7 Days A Week

The Momos being served during the opening
complemented Weixin’s artworks perfectly, as she
displayed ceramic dumplings packed in some of the self-
made take out boxes, reminiscent of the lovely friends from
Borong who had taken the trouble to make the dish from
scratch, in a place where the environment was harsh.

7 Days A Week, the most colourful from her body of works,
reflected the daily encounters of one residing in the village.
You could buy Momos as well as local pastries, packed in
patterned paper boxes there, which possesses a different
aesthetic compared to the packaging of food in the more
developed regions in the world.

There was something reassuring and friendly about the
earthy handmade look that many items had and Weixin
tried to interpret that in her series, which embodied the
hospitality of the things that seem familiar yet different at
the same time. Being fascinated by such patterns on the
pastry boxes, 7 Days A Week was modeled from coloured
tracing paper with the designs silk-screened on them,
which spoke of the personal element that underscores
every exchange, regardless of technology or time.



Sketches and Pressed Flowers from Borong Polok

The exhibit of dried flora amongst journal pages pinned on the
walls is vast but do not overwhelm the viewer. Instead, these
entries by Ashley quietly invite one to take a step closer to sieve
through the tiny writings that accompany quick sketches in loose
strokes.

These sketchbook extracts recorded conversations at its instant,
capturing those memories without technology, but with the
mighty pen. As you peer through the diary pages like a voyeur,
unspoken words amidst these sketches made on site allows you to
piece together the world that Ashley was part of in the fortnight in
December.

Incidents such as the “Curse of the Strawberry Socks” (where she
illustrated her belief that wearing her favourite pair of socks, was
the main reason why 2 pairs of slippers snapped in consecutive
episodes) and a self-portrait, which indicated a list of borrowed
garments from different team mates used as part of her daily
wear, conveyed a curiosity in human responses and her gratitude
towards all things great and small. They reflected an intrinsic side
of Ashley, which is seldom seen in her more well-known
melancholic mix-media artworks that deal with fantastical
characters portrayed in a secret chaos; this time, Ashley was
engaging with real people.

The Protection Series

A comfort object provides psychological comfort,
especially in times of stress and a travel away from
home. Walking through the exhibition, a security blanket
is spotted, made from a combination of Sikkimese
printed silk sewn between muslin. Upon closer
inspection, Betty Muslin Blanket was also embellished
with ceramic buttons at one of its ends, custom made
for The Protection Series. These irregular buttons
resembled unpolished rocks in earthy tones, emulating
the landscape of the rough mountainous region, and
were stitched on the other comfort objects in the series.

During the period of travel, Betty had noticed that her
travel companions sought comfort in different objects
taken from home, and established a cause in
safeguarding these items.

This brought about the an interesting idea of creating
handmade cases and covers for these comfort objects
which interestingly enough include Mandy Torch and
Vitamin-C Case, Ashley Cosmetic Bag, Michelle Crystal
Bag and Weixin Chickpea Bag, each personalized and
named after her respective roommates.



and the courage to take on a new approach in creating artworks as seen in Dancing Men where Mandy
had created designs around the subject using pyrography.

Both of us translated our emotions in a set of whimsical drawings of the beings that intrigued us. In
Pocketful of Sunshine, instead of articulating an idea, the portraits that I had drawn expressed the tender
feelings I felt in Sikkim and above all, my growing fondness for the strangers who have now become great
friends.

The envelopes were created with the thought that it will demand more than a regular sized envelope to
contain the never-ending letters I will write to my new friends. These drawings were illustrated on
handmade envelopes of unusual designs, with hidden quirks; Pocketful of Sunshine #7: Hajur! I Want To
Grow Old Like Amai was an envelope that revealed the head of an elderly Sikkimese lady with a discreet
septum ring(common in Sikkim), and in #2 of the series, Mr Jaganathan & The Freshly-picked Turmates, I
had depicted on the inside of the folder the drawing of the manager of the local Paper Making Unit
holding up bright red fruits when opened.

I chose to use a palette of warm colour for this body of work as contrasted with the usual darker nature of
my other self-exploratory works, and Mandy’s series of works were also reflective of her self discovery
during her time up in the Himalayas.

Dancing Men & Pocketful of
Sunshine

Coming back to a busy Singaporean
lifestyle, the recollections of the simple
life urged Mandy and me to imagine an
escape back to where we had been.

This trip has certainly strengthened the
willpower of an individual, and Mandy’s
longing to return was evident in her
framed drawings, as they lie frozen in
time on the wooden shelves. It also
brought about an affirmative change,



All in all, we saw many developments in our recent works. Frankly, I felt the works came across as very
positive artworks that were light-hearted and full of joy. The intense feelings of happiness from the
village of Borong-Polok were contagious, and I hope it will continue to infect everyone with high spirits
as the memories of Sikkim still linger.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Artworks showcased in The Infinite Supply Of are archived here http://theinfinitesupplyof.weebly.com

Video Documentary of the exhibition opening created by Shah Rizzal can be seen here,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zLs8gGkRb4

Exhibition catalog available with a kind donation which will contribute to the Borong Polok PMU.
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Links
WEBSITE 

•http://www.theinfinitesupplyof.weebly.com

JOIN OUR FACEBOOK PAGE NOW! 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Telok-Blangah-Global-Outreach-GO/147402571994743

EXHIBITION VIDEOS: 
The Infinite Supply Of I

•http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zLs8gGkRb4

The Infinite Supply Of II & TBCC Beads Workshop
•http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS22U0iQ7lo

EXHIBITION PHOTOS: 
Edgeworthia Gardneri

•http://theinfinitesupplyof.weebly.com/edgeworthia-gardneri.html

The Sustainable Shop
•http://theinfinitesupplyof.weebly.com/the-sustainable-shop.html

The Infinite Supply Of 
•http://theinfinitesupplyof.weebly.com/the-infinite-supply-of-exhibition-photos.html
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http://terroirmag.bigcartel.com/product/terroir-no-1-limited-edition

TERROIR No. 1 Limited Edition / SGD $100.00
Growing up in safe and sheltered Singapore where everything runs like clockwork, even
the slightest bit of haphazardness and spontaneity when exploring foreign lands might
seem strangely attractive and romantic.
Roughly translating to mean ―a sense of place‖ in French, Terroir is a bespoke bi-annual

magazine that seeks to collaborate with and showcase Singaporean perspectives on
travel—to share with you what various places meant to their Singaporean authors.
This 160 page magazine is entirely self-published on an inkjet printer.

Issue No. 1 is a collaboration between: 

Benjamin Koh / Rachel Han  / Michelle Lim  / Stephanie Ng

Included are: 

Terroir No. 1 in coptic-stitch binding 

A3 Poster 

Pack of 8 postcards 

Muji colour pencil with hotstamped number 

Kraft envelope with blind embossed sticker

Price is in SGD (Singapore Dollars).

All orders will be posted via registered mail.
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